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Abstract
The starting point of the present analysis is the recurrent use of *eh* in spoken Canadian English. We based our study on oral data from two different sources: recordings of spontaneous conversations by Canadian speakers and two DVDs of humorous shows. The analysis of the corpus attracted our attention on another widely spread phenomenon in Canadian English: the use of high rising terminals (HRTs). The present paper shows that it proves relevant to link the use of the final particle *eh* when used as a discourse marker and HRT. We based our observations on qualitative analyses of talk-in-interaction. The purpose of this research is an attempt to account for the use of *eh* and HRT by focusing on different pragmatic aspects allowing us to understand and define them better. The extensive analysis of both features of Canadian English reveals that their function is truly comparable and shows that HRT, which is an intonation contour, can play the role of a final particle. Or is it the opposite?

Index Terms: Canadian English, Canadian eh, HRT, final particles, speech markers, pragmatic functions.

1. Introduction
The starting point of the present analysis is the recurrent use of *eh* in spoken Canadian English. *Eh* is widely known and used in North America [1], and it has also been reported as very common in New Zealand ([2], [3], [4]). According to [5], it is present in many varieties of English, would find its origin in England, and would date back a long time, as it has been found in Chaucer’s writings. However, *eh* is commonly perceived as one of the linguistic features characterizing Canadian English. Both Canadians and people from the United States view it as one of the distinctive features of oral Canadian English (see [5] [6] [7]). A number of studies have already been carried out on the use of *eh* in Canada (cf. [5], [6], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12]). [8] uses the term “question particle”, [2] talks of a “pragmatic particle”, [13] refers to the “Canadian tag *eh*”. *Eh* is also referred to as a discourse marker. Those various terms no doubt contribute to the understanding of the use of *eh*. It can indeed sometimes be substituted by a question tag, in *What a game, eh?* for example, or by a discourse marker like *you know* in this example by [9] *See, what I used to do with mine, I have a seven-inch reel at home too eh, now all tape recorders work the same way…* and *eh* is linked to the question in *What are you trying to say eh?* for instance. We see that *eh* can take several values but from a global perspective, *eh* being final in the sentence, we consider like [29, p. 29] that it is a sentence final discourse particle (SFP).

The analysis of the corpus attracted our attention on another widely spread phenomenon in Canadian English: the use of high rising terminals (HRTs). Many studies deal with their growing usage in several varieties of English. HRT is the use of a rising intonation where a fall would be expected. It was first reported in Australia and New Zealand (see [14], [15] [16], [17], [18], [19], [20]), then North America (see amongst others [21] [22] [23] for the USA and [24], [25] for Canada), and is now spreading in Great Britain as well ([26], [27]). However, to the best of our knowledge, no study has tried to relate the two phenomena. It has often been noted that in tone languages, sentence-final discourse particles and intonation are related. [28] and [29] show that SFPs in tone languages have meanings that are closely equivalent to those expressed through intonation in other languages. Our hypothesis is that in Canadian English, an intonation language, the SFP *eh* and HRTs share a number of semantic and pragmatic values, although they may seem orthogonal entities, the former being a final particle and the latter an intonation contour. Indeed a thorough analysis of the corpus provided a number of similarities which cannot be ignored.

2. Corpus and method
In order to study both of these phenomena, we built a 2-hour corpus of recordings of spontaneous conversations by Canadian speakers who were aged 20 to 22 years old. In one recording they speak together and in other recordings, interviews were conducted by the first author, involving only one speaker at a time. Unfortunately, no occurrence of *eh* was found in the conversations, except those elicited by particular questions (cf. sf1). This is the reason why we had to add to our data two DVDs of humorous shows ([30], [31]), where occurrences of *eh* were present. However, this is semi-spontaneous speech and in a very particular situation.

The corpus contains 317 occurrences of *eh* and 194 occurrences of HRTs. We based our findings on qualitative analyses of talk-in-interaction.

Sound File 1 (sf1) gives a better idea of HRT: the speaker is asked to define Canadian English; in her answer, she insists on the recurrence of the marker *eh* and while doing this, she makes rising terminal intonations.

In the DVDs, where *eh* is recurrent, it was striking to hear that most occurrences of *eh* were pronounced with a rising intonation too, even in declarative contexts. Out of our 317 occurrences of *eh*, only a few are pronounced on a rather flat tone, and always in the expression “Good day *eh*” (sf20 is one example). All the other occurrences are rising. The two phenomena seemed to be closely related and our hypothesis was that they had similar functions, and that this would
explain why "eh" tends not to appear in the speech of young people, who make great use of HRTs.

3. Discourse marker eh and HRT: same types of glosses and economy

As we have seen in the introduction, "eh" can take several values. It is divided into eight categories by [5] and [9], and ten categories by [10], among which we find "eh" used as a tag, "eh" after an exclamation, a polar interrogative, a wh-interrogative, pardon "eh", etc. We focus in this paper only on the category called 'anecdotal "eh"' by [9] and 'narrative "eh"' by [10], where "eh" is a discourse marker and which is most typical of the Canadian use of "eh". This is the category of "eh" used in declaratives, which is therefore comparable with HRTs. The main property allowing us to connect the two phenomena is that both of them can be glossed in a similar way, and that they allow the speaker to make economy.

3.1. Glosses

Both "eh" and HRTs could be replaced by glosses like you know, okay, you know what I mean.

S12 Okay you know his replacement "eh" like the new boss, we made the appointment with him "eh" what's his name again?

In this example, it is possible to gloss or at least to assert that "eh" provides the same content as you know or you know what I mean. There is indeed an occurrence of you know beforehand and "eh" echoes the occurrence of you know which precedes it.

S13 is an example of HRT:

S13 "eh" I was born in Toronto but I went to school in a town called St Catharines

The rise on St Catharines can probably be explained by the fact that S (the speaker) wishes to make sure his co-speaker (the interviewer in this particular context, who is not Canadian) knows this small city. He assumes that the co-speaker may not know it and the HRT functions as a way to integrate the question you know?, you know what I mean? to the declarative sentence. If "eh" had been integrated in this sentence, there would probably have been a fall on St Catharines and a rise on "eh" only, as is very often the case with "eh" (see 5.2).

[4] questions the Canadian traditional approach of "eh", that is to study "eh" as if it were carrying an implicit question. Instead she favors a completely different approach. She describes "eh" as a means to make sure both speakers share the same knowledge at a given time in the conversation: ""Eh" is hardly a question seeking the transfer of factual information from one speaker to the other; rather, its main function is to realign the interlocutors as members of a group (even if it is only the two of them) with a shared value system [...]. "Eh" focuses on the establishment of shared belief systems or in-group knowledge.” ([4, p. 378])

This theory can be applied to HRT too, as there is a real idea of realigning, smoothing any difference of knowledge between both speakers. It can be presented as some kind of wish on the part of the speaker to make sure there is no gap/difference of knowledge between themselves and the co-speaker(s).

This concept of realigning the speakers’ shared knowledge can be extended to that of economy.

3.2. Economy

"Eh" and HRT allow the speaker to save some time and avoid pronouncing words which would have normally been uttered.

S14 D: ok so we just go down the lake side park here eh Man: that's right that's right at the bottom of the hill

S15 even if you want to take French in grade ten there’s of course less and less people every year who want to continue when it’s not required

S16 I mean it was it was a lot better than the regular core class would have been

In all of these cases "eh" and HRT could be substituted by the same glosses like right?, you know?, are you following me?. Both "eh" and HRT therefore have a stock-taking value. They allow the speaker to avoid using a longer expression or phrase, hence the idea of economy.

It is to be noted that many occurrences of HRTs take place in our corpus on the expressions or anything, and stuff and or whatever. [13] refers to these expressions as a way of ending sentences in Canada, and talks of "sentence tags". She classifies them along with "eh". In all those occurrences, the expression are you following me? or you see what I mean? could be added.

4. Pragmatic functions

The final particle "eh" when used as a discourse marker and HRTs also seem to share similar pragmatic functions in discourse.

4.1. Speaker’s uncertainty

When using HRT, the speakers seem to integrate a question in a declarative clause. A thorough analysis of the corpus has revealed that in some cases, "eh" as much as HRT enable the speaker to add uncertainty to what they are saying.

S17 D: he’s not dead look his stomach’s moving B: maybe he’s just sleeping eh D: maybe he’s gonna puke he had too many beers B: what beers D: I’ll find them

In s17, the McKenzie brothers get into a room where a man is lying on the floor. Bob and Doug start making assumptions as to the physical condition of this man. When Bob says ‘maybe he’s just sleeping eh’, there is an idea of uncertainty. This idea is already there in the adverb maybe. The occurrence of "eh" clearly expresses the speaker’s uncertainty, it could be replaced by what do you think?. Bob encourages his brother to give his opinion, he presents a supposition which is supported by the fact that the man is lying on the floor (and could therefore be sleeping), but at the moment he says that, he cannot be sure about anything.

S18 Hard to say coz I don’t really recognize when I use it

In s18, B is asked when she uses "eh". She answers doing an unexpected rise on the pronoun it. The negation associated with the adverb really seems to introduce her uncertainty; if she had said I don’t recognize when I use it, she would have had a clear-cut point of view. The fact that there is a rise on it reinforces her uncertainty. She could very well ask herself: Do I actually recognize when I use it? Do I actually use it? I’m not sure about this. One can easily perceive her uncertainty, and she seems to be expressing it through the HRT. Unlike in
sf7. B does not appeal to her co-speakers for them to confirm what she says. The next three examples are clear cases of uncertainty, expressed by I think in sf9, I guess in sf10, and or something in sf11 and reinforced by the HRT.

**S9** K: and so now we don’t have a car so we can’t get to Maastricht so we’re going to Grenoble... for a few days I think

**Sf10** and then that’s the border, right? To the States, to Michigan I guess

**Sf11** someone was telling me they opened a bank account with the Crédit Lyonnais or something

In sf9 K rises on I think because she is not sure of what her friends and herself will be doing during the holidays, they should be going to Grenoble but their plans do not seem to be fixed. The first rise, on Grenoble, can express K’s uncertainty as to the way this word is pronounced. One could also imagine that she is asking her co-speakers if they know what city she is talking about since she knows that they have just arrived in France and may not know the city of Grenoble.

In sf10, K is explaining where she comes from. Her co-speakers have general knowledge about Ontario and North America, and K makes sure they know what she is talking about. The rise on border shows that Kim adds the idea: you know what I mean? Then there is a rise on the word right as expected. The rise on I guess indicates uncertainty: when K says and then that’s the border, right? she is not quite sure about herself and her uncertainty is highlighted by the rise on I guess.

In sf11, B does a rise on or something because, just like in the previous cases, she is not sure about what she is saying. Either she is not sure about the bank itself: whether that person opened a bank account at the Crédit Lyonnais or at another bank; or she is not sure about the way Crédit Lyonnais is pronounced. Either way, there is uncertainty.

If the idea of uncertainty is present for both phenomena, it is interesting to note that a main difference appears: eh cannot express some sort of self-questioning, the way HRT sometimes can.

- Either eh or HRT can be used when the speaker is not sure about him/herself and asks his/her co-speaker to confirm or revoke what (s)he is saying.
- Only HRT can be used when the speaker is not sure about him/herself but does not appeal to his/her co-speaker.

### 4.2. Leaving one’s statement open

Our study also shows that the use of eh and HRT allows the speaker not to close the conversation imposing their point of view. It is a way to give one’s opinion while showing that one acknowledges that there are different points of view, so as not to sound peremptory or abrupt and have a moderate discourse. [3, p.160] explains: “In this way [appending eh to a sentence], a speaker can avoid an attitude of officiousness and at the same time avoid unfriendly formality. This interpretation of eh fits well with Canadians’ general conception of themselves as a rather cautious, rather retiring, but basically good-hearted nation. We are not afraid to form our own point of view, we just don’t like to force it too much on other people. Eh?”

Examples sf12 to sf15 are good illustrations that the definition [3] gives to eh can also be applied to HRT.

**Sf12** B: anyway this is the only Canadian stubby you can get eh Red Cap – though they should call it Red Toque coz you can’t keep your...

**D:** it does look kinda like a toque eh

**B:** well if it has earflaps on it then maybe

**Sf13** D: here’s a typical Canadian wolf pelt eh

**Sf14** whereas –with- when they’re Americans, foreigners might not be so nice

**Sf15** ... or every statement that you make. It makes it seems like a question and then it allows that other person to disagree with you

In sf12 Doug reacts to what Bob has just said, he seems to think alike but when saying eh, he shows that he acknowledges that Bob could have a different point of view from his. Eh expresses Doug’s politeness, which he wishes to integrate to his words. Doug moderates his words and Bob feels welcome to restrict what Doug has just said: if it has earflaps on it then maybe.

As in sf12, the speaker in sf13 proves to be open-minded, showing that he accepts that his co-speaker might want to say that it is in fact a gray wolf pelt for example. In addition to that, eh is also a way to hail someone. This reinforces the idea that the speaker saves some words as soon as he uses eh, since this marker can entail several feelings at the same time.

In sf14, K is talking about the difference between Canadians and Americans and the way they are treated by the foreigners. To her, Canadians would enjoy the foreigners’ sympathy compared to the Americans. In this case, the rise occurs on the entire ending of the utterance. K clearly gives her point of view and the rise appears to give a chance to her co-speakers to feel free to show that they disagree.

In sf15, K is talking about the eh phenomenon, she is giving her point of view and has a rising intonation on two occasions where a falling intonation could have been expected. The rising intonation could be substituted, adding a phrase like you know?, you know what I mean? for example. Nevertheless this rising intonation can also be justified by the fact that K does not exclude any other point of view and she therefore explicitly allows, or encourages as [3] would say, her co-speakers to react and give their own opinion if they have any objection whatsoever.

Like for the idea of uncertainty, it is interesting to note that opening one’s statements with HRT can be intended to the speaker themselves, as in sf16, which does not seem to be the case with eh.

**Sf16** Well I’ve only had I think one teacher whose first language English

This occurrence of HRT marks K’s uncertainty, which is already present in I think. It is possible to say that the speaker leaves her statements open in case she needs to adjust (even possibly correct) what she has just said. Opening her statement is not for her co-speakers but for herself since her co-speakers do not know which professors K is talking about, so they are not able to confirm or revoke anything at all. The reason why she leaves her statement open is for her own sake, as if she wanted to be able to come back on what she had just said in case she remembered some details so that she could have a more accurate discourse, and perhaps toning down her uncertainty.
4.3. Combining functions

Sf17: It’s because you can tell exactly where they’ve studied

K is talking about her teachers at University in the English department, where they’re from and what type of accents they have. She explains that it is easy to know where they have studied when you listen to their accent. The two speakers share the same knowledge because they both know the teachers and in this case, the opening is rather directed to the co-speaker. The idea of are you following me? is part of the declarative sentence but the co-speakers are still able to revoke these words.

5. Dissimilarities

5.1. HRT in reported speech

Some occurrences of HRT were found in reported speech: when the speaker reports the words of someone else, the rising intonation seems to be justified by the will of the speaker to take some distance towards what he reports, as if they wanted to show that they do not adhere to the words they are reporting, as in s18 and s19. Eh could not be inserted in these examples.

Sf18: In fact there’s a movie that just came out in... that’s going around Canada it’s a documentary called everybody no

Let’s all hate Toronto

S comes from Toronto and he does not agree with the title of the documentary. The rising intonation insists on the idea that he is just reporting about the existence of this documentary but does not adhere with what is in it.

Sf19: One of my friends from London told me the other day that she wouldn’t trust this man as far as she could kick a piano

This is another case of reported speech. K refers to an expression used by her British friend. The context reveals that she knows this expression and that she finds it extremely archaic. When she tells this anecdote and rises on piano, she wants to show that she has doubts about this expression and that she wants to distance herself from it, to show that she is only reporting, that she herself would not have used it. As a consequence, the act of adding some interrogative feature to her statement sounds as if she were questioning what she is reporting. This function of HRT does not seem to apply to eh.

5.2. Rising eh and HRT

We already said that one of the similarities between ‘narrative’ or ‘anecdotal’ eh and HRT is the rising movement. However, it is to be noted that the movement is not the same. The intonation is not HRT when eh is pronounced. With eh, we either find a rising movement on the word preceding eh, and then another rise on eh, as in s21 (figure 1 below):

![Figure 1: rising eh after a rise (sf21)](image)

We can also find, and this is the most common case, a falling intonation on the word preceding eh, and then a rise on eh, which is a post nuclear syllable. So the tone is a fall-rise as can be seen in Figure 2 (sf22):

![Figure 2: rising eh after a fall (sf22)](image)

In HRTs, the movement is quite different since we find a rather flat intonation preceding the rise, and the rise is quite sharp as exemplified in figure 3 (sf18). The rise can also expand on several syllables, as in sf9 for instance.

![Figure 3: HRT (sf18)](image)

6. Conclusion

It was interesting to compare two phenomena which first seem quite distant from one another. The final discourse particle eh when used as a discourse marker and the intonation contour known as HRT share a number of features:

- They have similar glosses
- They both share a notion of economy
- They both express the speaker’s uncertainty
- And they both allow him/her to open his/her statements

There are nevertheless differences and in particular the fact that HRT carries an idea of reciprocity which eh does not.

Our study shows that in an intonation language like English SFPs exist and that an SFP and an intonation contour can have similar pragmatic functions in the same language. An intonation contour could therefore act as a discourse marker, or would it be the other way round, i.e. an SFP would function like an intonation contour? The two phenomena do not overlap, speakers use either one or the other. If they use eh, the intonation contour is not an HRT.

In terms of perspectives, it would be interesting to analyze spontaneous occurrences of eh, which, as was shown, are difficult to catch. It would be relevant to analyze varied data, so as to see if speakers use more HRTs or more occurrences of eh according to age, sex, speech styles, or other criteria. Comparing with other varieties of English could also prove relevant, especially in the perspective of testing the pragmatic functions found here for HRT. Finally, comparing other SFPs like for example hein in French (cf. [10]) or lah in Singapore English (cf. [32]) could help better understand how SFPs are used in languages that are not tone languages.
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